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BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVES

SEMESTER
1

COD:

•

Acquaintance of master students with general and specific methods of investigation in animal behavior, in
experimental settings.
• Introduction in ethology and zoo-psychology as main sources of documentation
• Acquaintance with concepts and modern methods of approaching animal behavior.
•
Acquiring the ability to observe, record, codify and analyze animal behavior .
1. Short incursion into the history of human concern, preoccupation and study of animal behavior – 3 hours
Adaptive value of acquiring knowledge on the animal behavior for hunting, defending, domestication and
selection, deities figuring, symbol construction, etc. in the pre-history of humans. Anthropomorphism.
Development of scientific concepts, methods and systematic approaches for study of animal behavior in
captivity and in the wild. Necessity of developing the animal behavioral studies for applying results in
medicine, pharmacology, psychology, etc.
Ethic cod of using animals in scientific research.
2. Questioning in animal behavior research – 3 hours
Compatibility of the scientific questions with the general and specie-specific characteristics of the animal.
Limits of extrapolation of findings from animal behavior to human normal and pathologic behavior, from
animal reactivity, metabolism, behavioral expression and sensitivity to pharmaceutical products to humans.
Animal models of human pathology – types of intervention (surgical, biochemical, radiation, genetic) and their
degree of success.
3 Selecting the suitable species for a given research topic – 6 hours
Traditional and non-traditional animals used in behavioral investigation. Criteria for selection and speciespecific general problems. The alteration of natural, normal behavior of animals as a consequence of
captivity.
Laboratory condition of rearing experimental animals. Advantages, for the uniformity of experimental settings
and disadvantages for the behavioral expression. Role of housing enclosures – restrained personal space,
monotony and under-stimulation, un-natural absolute constancy of temperature, humidity, noise, light/dark
cycle, etc.
Role of social impairment – individual caging, group caging of animals of the same sex, occasional mixing of
animals from different cage groups, vicinity of animals of different sexes, animals exposed to different
physical, biochemical, genetic interventions. Neglect of animals’ ability of communication and reciprocal
cognitive and emotional influencing via pheromones, sound/ultrasounds, etc.
Role of monotonous even if complete food formula. Cancelation of appetitive drive.
Role of human presence and animal manipulation by humans.
Modalities of improving some of the rearing conditions without breaking too much the standards.
4. Selecting the suitable testing methods for a given research topic – 6 hours
Types of behaviors, reasons to explore them and limits of methods.
Examples of testing devices and techniques usually used in evaluating animal behavior. Effect of age, sex
and life history on animals’ behavior.
Necessity to be very familiar with the spontaneous specie-specific behavior in laboratory cage/enclosure.
Necessity to be well informed about various aspects of specie’s behavior in the wild.
Complementary tests.
Longitudinal versus transversal behavioral investigation.
5. Experimental design and management – 6 hours
Hypothesis formulation and ways to test it.
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SEMINARS AND
EXPERIMENTS

TEACHING METHODS

Animals selected by age (mostly neglected), sex, life history (mostly neglected). Number of animals planned
to be used for a given test. Necessity of a balance between the required number of subjects for a valid
statistical analysis and quality and quantity of parameters taken into account. Necessity of global and
individual analysis of behavioral performance. Importance of individuality and temperamental type in
behavioral performance. Role of behavioral individual types for selection of animals, suitable for special
investigations as psychotropic drugs testing.
Pilot testing of the methods selected – on small number of animals in such a way that the experimenter gets
familiar with the method, the rhythm of testing and cleaning/reorganizing the enclosure for the next animal,
the recording procedures, etc. During the pilot testing modification of different settings can be done in order to
improve data collection. Analysis of data gives the routine of observing, recognizing different behavioral
aspect, coding parameters. The data will have only general informative value, not being used in the real
experiment
Experimental testing – adapted to the observation resulting from prior pilot investigation has to be rigorous
and with as little variation in technic of data collection as possible. Animals used in the pilot testing will not be
part of the experimental investigation but can be used in other pilot methods.
6. Behavioral performances of different animal species in learning, memory, tool manufacturing and using,
communication and symbol manipulation, social cooperation, etc. Animal psychopathologies – causes and
effects. Animal mediated therapy. 4 hours
Acquaintance with various species of lab animals, technics of manipulating them, individual marking and
recognizing, feeding and cleaning. 4 hours
Observation of spontaneous behavior and manual/video recording of data. Discussion of observed behaviors,
ways of manual / automatic coding. Data collection, analysis and interpretation. 4 hours
Observation on the psychomotor development in newborn mice/rats. Recording coding, data analysis and
interpretation. 4 hours
Observation of exploratory behavior (Open Field test, elevated maze, hole test) coding and analysis of data
recorded previously 4 hours
Learning performance in a visual discrimination test. Hot/cold plate test, Porsolt test. – 4 hours
Paper presentation on different experiments from the literature. Critical analysis. - 8 hours
Oral presentation plus audio-video exemplification. Discussion on the topics presented.
Seminars and experiments: papers’ presentations, free discussions and experiments.
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Specific competences *
1.
Competences
about learning and
understanding
2.
Competences
about
explanation
and interpretation
3.
Instrumental
competences
4.
Competences
about atitude

The answers to the final evaluation (50%)
Activity during the lectures and seminars (50%)
1. Precise knowledge on the principles and methods presented, including the use of international
terminology.
2. Capacity to summarize the taught information and to elaborate concise answers
3. Article presentation with personal critical evaluation
Written evaluation – final exam
Experimental testing and analysing - 30%
Paper presentation - 20%
Written exam: 50%.

- knowing and correctly using specific terms for this subject
- identification of terms, relationships, processes based on the knowledge acquired
- acquire basic and specific knowledge
- explaining and interpreting processes and theoretical ideas specific to the subject
- generalizing, particularization, integration of the information
- making connections between results
- ability to analyze and synthetize information
- ability to put into practice the theoretical knowledge
- ability to observe and analyze behavioral manifestation
- research abilities
- developing positive attitudes and responsibility towards science
- getting involved in its own personal development
- implication in scientific activities related to the subject
- ability to collaborate
Associate Professor Carmen Strungaru
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